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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

A Right Royal Mess Early Reader
Rachel Lyon & Catalina Echeverri

This Activity Pack is for:
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Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Queen Fluff is a very fancy bunny - but she has no friends. She
writes a letter to the kingdom demanding everyone make their
burrows fancy so she can visit but the other bunnies are poor. To
teach her a lesson about thoughtlessness, the bunnies scare Queen
Fluff away. In the end, Queen Fluff realises how thoughtless she
has been and invites everyone round her own burrow for a party.
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Queen Fluff was a very                         .

fancy / bunny friendly / frog yucky / yak

2. So Queen Fluff sent a             to every             in the Kingdom. 

slipper / slug   crown / bee letter / bunny

3. What would the Queen think of their             ,             burrows?

clean, lovely          messy, smelly fancy, gold

4. It was full of             and             . 

bunnies / slugs toads / creepy-crawlies letters / money

5. “You’re right - I have been             and             .”

thoughtless / unkind     kind / thoughtful     fancy / friendly

6. Queen Fluff realised that although fancy burrows and fancy
feasts are nice,                         are far nicer.

fancy crowns  slug soups real friends
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?

1. Not one. She was lo        ly and bored.

2. She ordered them to make their burrows fancy, and to

cook her a fancy f        st.

3. So the bunnies worked very hard, getting ready for the

Queen’s v        it.

4. But the only thing waiting for her was a sw        m of bees!

5. “My shiny gold slipp        s are ruined!” she wailed.

6. “We got rid of thou        tless Queen Fluff!”

7. “If only there was a way we could be fr        nds.”

8. That ni        t, as the bunnies danced and laughed and ate

together...
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Word Search
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d

bunny

burrow

crown

fancy

friends

money

royal

slippers

Words:

swarm

thoughtless

underpants

yucky

A Right Royal Mess
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. fancy / bunny

2. letter / bunny

3. messy, smelly

4. toads / creepy-

crawlies

5. thoughtless / unkind

6. real friends

Fill in a letter:
1. ne

2. ea

3. is

4. ar

5. er

6. gh

7. ie

8. gh

Wordsearch:
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